
 

Foamcast Radio 
Hosted and produced by Ben Anderson 

Podcast Overview 
Foamcast Radio is a weekly pre-recorded audio podcast dedicated to foam blaster toys. Every 

episode features a variety of segments, including: 

● News segment with stories and updates 

relevant to the hobby 

● Review segment where the host gives his 

thoughts on products relevant to the hobby (e.g. 

action cameras, ammunition, blasters, accessories, 

targets, etc.) 

● Sale information segment with a list of 

current discounts on relevant products and services 

● Events segment with a listing of relevant 

events (such as blaster battles and league 

competitions) from around the world 

● Discussion segment with interviews from 

interesting and important people from the 

community (e.g. business owners, product 

developers, professional competitors, etc.) 

Each episode also comes paired with a corresponding “Show Notes” page on the official 

website which contains links to things discussed in the episode. 
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What Sets Us Apart 
On the Foamcast Radio podcast, we offer something our listeners can’t get anywhere else: 

in-depth discussion of interesting and important topics relevant to the hobby with people in the 

community. We’re not talking about Bob the neighborhood Nerfer; we’ve interviewed product 

engineers like Jesse Kovarovics (Project FDL), professional competitors like Dakota Daniels 

(Flywheel Master Race), business owners like Robb Wilson (Barricade Battles), event organizers 

like Bethany Fields (Weekend Survival Challenge), and league owners like Stephen Cook (Atomic 

Dart League). Every single episode contains a new and incredible long-form discussion that 

listeners won’t find anywhere else, separating us from all other media types, like YouTube 

channels and blogs. Nobody else has comparable content; our listeners come to Foamcast 

Radio because we offer them exciting content that nobody else does or can! 

Audience 
The audience consists of a wide range of demographics but is primarily targeted to older 

children and adults (15-35), with approximately 75% of the audience within this age range. 

Approximately 76% of the audience is male, and almost 80% of the audience is from the United 

States, with Canada, the UK, and other English-speaking countries making up the bulk of the 

remainder. Listeners from over a dozen countries, including Singapore, Sweden, and China listen 

to the podcast. 

Podcast listeners 
In general, podcast listenership is difficult to gauge due to the large number of platforms. Based 

on statistics provided by our podcast hosting service, it’s estimated that an average of 5700+ 

unique listeners download one or more of our episodes every month. These listeners are able to 

access the podcast through all major podcast services, including: 

● Apple Podcasts  ● Google Podcasts 
● Spotify  ● Stitcher 
● TuneIn  ● Overcast 
● Castbox  ● All RSS-compatible podcatchers 
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Social following 
In addition to podcast downloads, we interact with a large section of our audience and fans on 

social media. The podcast has dedicated social media accounts on Facebook, Twitter and 

Instagram with a combined following of 500+ dedicated followers. 

Website traffic 
Finally, the podcast has an official website with access to the entire backlog of episodes, 

information about the host, instructions on how to subscribe, show notes for every episode, a 

merchandise catalog, and links to our social media accounts. This website receives an average 

of 300+ unique visitors every month and growing. 

Promotions 
The Foamcast Radio podcast offers multiple opportunities for promotion of your brand: 

● Each episode contains three distinct ad spots used to separate the various segments of 

the show. These can accommodate ads anywhere from 15 to 60 seconds in length. 

These ads can be recorded by the host, or by a professional voice actor, and optionally 

accompanied by background music. 

● The news segment of each episode is an opportunity for your new product releases and 

other updates to be brought to the attention of our interested audience. 

● The review segment of each episode is an opportunity for products or services relevant 

to the hobby to be reviewed by the host. Note that only honest reviews will be included, 

and a disclaimer stating that the product or service was given to the host for review 

purposes will be read at the beginning of the segment. 

● The sale information segment of each episode is an opportunity for your brand’s latest 

sale promotions to be advertised directly to our audience. 

● The events segment of each episode is an opportunity for your upcoming event to be 

advertised in order to increase participation by members of our audience. We mention 

events up to one week in advance for free. 
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● The discussion segment of each episode is an opportunity for a representative of 

your brand to be interviewed by the host regarding the topic you’d like to promote. 

Interview questions can be arranged ahead-of-time, although it is strongly suggested 

that you do not script your responses, as this sounds very unnatural and will not be well 

received. 

● Our social media accounts are an opportunity for your brand to be promoted directly to 

our audience in a very visual and engaging way, where you will be able to directly see the 

effects of the promotion and answer comments left by audience members. 

● The official website is another opportunity to promote your product or service to our 

audience in a way that encourages them to “click through” to your own website to learn 

more. 

Contact 
You can contact us by email at info@foamcastradio.com or on our social media pages 

(@FoamcastRadio on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram) to further discuss the promotion of 

your product, service or brand on the Foamcast Radio podcast. Talk to you soon! 
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